This Month’s Exhibitor

Drew Alexander...

A resident photographer of Marlboro, NJ. He’s been behind camera lines since high school and continues to fascinate friends and family with his talent.

Today, you’ll see a glimpse of his passion for the outdoors. All seasons are represented in his works which displays the beautiful transition between icicles and Daisies.

Interested in exhibiting your paintings, photography or special collection? Let us know!
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Our Gallery’s Beginning...

Thanks to a generous donation from the Davidoff Family of South Amboy, we are pleased to present monthly exhibitions.

All exhibitors will be recognized at the Holiday Open House Monday - December 7, 2015

How We Met Drew...

The world is getting smaller by the rise of global technologies; so we decided to delve into the world of social media and expand on exhibition options...

Low and behold, we found - Drew Alexander.

Drew depicts the seasons and shares his fondness of nature on Facebook’s NJ Photographers page.

Upcoming Shows

May: Edwin Yuan recently exhibited in Long Island. He is working on branching out on a broader scope of the imagination.

June: Alta McLaughlin creates a vibrant reconditioning of the Cigar box. Most people would take the initiative to clear and toss. Not Alta. Her tool of choice—flea markets.

July: TBD

August: Children’s collection: they are the creative future.